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Raghavendra Rao, the artist from Bengaluru now based in Canada, has long

been a friend of mine. I have always respected his work for its subtlety and his
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attempts to dig deep beneath and beyond the skin to the very marrow of

experience and express it in visual form.

It was a surprise when he suddenly contacted me and told me he would be

showing parts of a detailed work-in-progress titled ‘Mending Cracks’ at the

Venkatappa Art Gallery in Bengaluru.

I was there for the quiet opening on December 2. It was more a gathering of

artists, old friends, to celebrate the art of a respected artist. The public has time

till December 7 to visit.

This show was of particular interest to me because Raghu was my colleague at

the Srishti School of Art, Design and Technology for years. He underwent the

traumatic experience of being trapped in the midst of the killer earthquake that

hit Bhuj in Gujarat in January 2001.

Raghu and another colleague, the illustrator Soumitro Sarkar, were with a

bunch of students on an ‘environmental exposure’ tour when the quake hit.
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bunch of students on an ‘environmental exposure’ tour when the quake hit.

They went through very rough times getting out of Bhuj alive, with minimal

damage.

Soumitro passed away a year after the incident, struck down by a fatal disease

which, I always suspected, was triggered by the trauma of the quake. Raghu’s

left arm was left partially paralysed; it was only recently that he underwent

surgery to get it fixed…

“It’s much better than it was before the surgery and I am undergoing

physiotherapy to regain better use of it,” he told me. “See those watercolours,

they are memories (of loss, one reads in Raghu’s note) from Anjar where the

quake struck,” he points out.

Raghu’s project is a significant example of an artist using the site of his own

body and psyche as the ground for the germination of his conceptual art. As he

puts it, the central theme of his work is ‘disability, trauma and the complex

process of recovery’ possibly leading to the realization of the ‘complex meaning
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of mending’ - outer, inner and in-between.

In the vast VAG hall, his works occupy five spaces. Visually speaking, the

cracks, a form of distance between parts that ought/are to be a whole, are wide

within that space. Yet the immensity of the cracks between his pieces of work

highlight and offset the broken parts.

And ‘mending’, one realises, is the logos, or the sum totality, or unity of the

parts — cracks, time, distance, memories, loss and recovery — all

contained in the (h)All.

The centerpiece is a series of ‘mudras’ and other ‘markings’ created with gauze

on X-ray sheets. On closer observation, one realises that what one perceived as

dance ‘mudras’ were actually the exercises (thera-putty) recommended for the

artist to regain the working of his arm and palm.

To the right of the X-ray installation are a series of paintings in watercolors

drawing on the memories from Anjar. The paintings are smoky, hazy, dusty,
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drawing on the memories from Anjar. The paintings are smoky, hazy, dusty,

with jagged lines and planes, apocalyptic, bereft and yet not exactly bereft of

hope. Human beings and buildings and objects are shown as fragile and, yes,

cracked yet enduring.

To my perception, these paintings are the lyrical aspect of the show, bringing

instantly to mind lines from Leonard Cohen’s song ‘Anthem’: “We asked for

signs/ The signs were sent/ Forget your perfect offering/ There is a crack, a

crack in everything/ That’s how the light gets in.”

To the left of the installation, are a series of video images looping in a corner of

the hall. To me, the images related to the ‘states of being’ of the artist’s mind

and body, symbolized by his hand, traumatized yet fighting for recovery, so that

the very same hand may yet again make its ‘mark’.

And then, there is the ‘mending’ of this hand through touch, through

connecting with his own and other hands; the pain and loss he speaks of is

made up for by means of renewed connections and re-interpretations leading to
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renewal.

Just beyond the video space, on the wall, are several photographic prints culled

from the video, a jump from the kinetic-dynamic to the static, both equally

vocal.

At the farthest end of the hall is another installation, consisting of a collection

of ‘detritus’ of inner trauma and outer damage set off against bright yellow and

green draping. Broken handles, battered stainless steel pan, a defunct kettle …

and so on. The colors and antonyms of life.

It is a moving experience, one that seeps in through a contemplative process at

the heart of which the artist achieves, at least for me, the near impossible task

of impressing upon the viewer the fact that it is possible to empathize and

reconcile with those who have experienced trauma and that the process of

introspective, expressive art is indeed the process of ‘mending’ oneself and

one’s relationships with oneself, other human beings and the environment,
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being and becoming the p(art) of the (w)hole.

Art Photography Installation Raghavendra Rao Bangalore
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